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Abstract 
The automobile industry is experiencing a revolution with        
the advent of autonomous vehicles (AV) and has forced         
manufacturers to reconsider the concept of personal mobility        
to allow for various experiences for its passengers. Our team          
seeks to innovate on the current market vehicle design to          
create a new mobility concept. We addressed several        
possible design features by uncovering the essential       
customers needs in the self-driving cars of tomorrow. We         
employed several human-centered design methodologies and      
techniques to explore real user pain-points and co-created        
two novel AV experiences that are impactful and holistic.         
The Invention Lab and Jacobs Hall makerspaces were        
imperative for our team to effectively utilize the        
human-centered design process and embed the ‘build to        
think’ design mindset by providing the space and resources         
to create prototypes essential to our overall study. 

Introduction 
Though a subject of heavy interest, the autonomous vehicle         
(AV) space still has room for exploration since the ability          
for the vehicle to drive itself opens up a variety of           
possibilities for passengers. Innovators across the globe are        
developing potential AV experiences that are pushing the        
boundaries of mobility as we know it today. However, it is           
also important to consider the values that passengers truly         
need, while maintaining awareness towards ramifications      
that can arise as a result of faulty AV design. 
This can be solved through human-centered design (HCD): a         
problem-solving framework that involves the user in all        
stages of the design process. This design technique ensures         
that human values are maintained and focus is on solving          
real user problems [1,2]. We employed HCD as the         
backbone of our project in order to develop AV experiences          
that solve current mobility problems. 
To facilitate the HCD process, we built physical prototypes         
of our designs in order to facilitate the mindset of ‘build to            
think’. By building to think, we create tangible expressions         
of our ideas in a low-impact, low-cost manner while         
gathering feedback from stakeholders. Since academic      
makerspaces provide prototyping materials, tools and      

guidance, they were essential in adopting the ‘build to think’          
mindset that allowed our team to derive more value from          
researching, ideating and testing. 

Experimental Design 
With the HCD research approach, we developed user        
scenarios identifying two main use cases of AVs based on          
previous user research and identified pain points: road trips         
and daily commuting. Personas developed for these       
scenarios were (A) Curious Cameron and (B) Stressed Sam,         
respectively, and car designs were conceptualized. 

A. Curious Cameron 
Curious Cameron is an AV driver who enjoys road trips. He           
wants to interact with the car’s outside environment as well          
as the inside passengers. We therefore designed a seating         
arrangement with flexibility in several directions. As seen in         
the seats’ rendering, the users are able to rotate the seats           
outwards to enjoy the view [Fig.1a], rotate inwards to         
interact with passengers [Fig.1b] or partially flip the chair         
for an arm rest. A 360-degree clear window panel with          
augmented reality (AR) projections of local landmark       
information, based on other travelers’ or locals’ inputs, will         
also be implemented to enhance his experience.  

B. Stressed Sam 
Stressed Sam drives her AV to commute to work or school.           
Based on pain points identified as stress, we developed a          
holistic car design focused on decreasing stress levels with         
emphasis on her sensory inputs of touch, sound, vision and          
smell. A traditional, forward-facing seating arrangement was       
used, and most car functions related to sensory input would          
be personalizable through her mobile phone.  

 
Fig.1 (a) Curious Cameron’s outwards facing seats (b) Curious Cameron 

inward facing seats  
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We used an Airstream provided by Renault Invention Lab         
and resources provided by UC Berkeley Jacobs Hall and         
CITRIS Invention Lab to simulate the interior layout of the          
car. This physical prototyping was imperative to our        
identification of aspects not aligned with user pain points or          
limited in physical modeling. The Airstream was separated        
into two spaces for both scenarios and a miniature model          
was created for concept communication with the Invention        
Lab’s Ultimaker 3D printers and laser cutters [Fig. 2a]  

 
Fig.2 (a) Miniature Airstream model (b) Low-fidelity Curious Cameron 

chair model (c) Rendering of high-fidelity Curious Cameron chair model 
Process & Results in the Makerspace 

We began physical prototyping of the low-fidelity miniature        
models of the Curious Cameron seat [Fig. 2b] using wood          
bought in the makerspaces and cut using the Invention Lab’s          
Universal laser cutters. Once these models were built and         
potential flaws in the design were identified, we began         
building the high-fidelity model [Fig. 2c]. Although the        
makerspaces provided sufficient materials for the      
low-fidelity models, we had to rely on an outside supplier          
for materials intended for the high-fidelity model. However,        
we were able to consult with a Jacobs Hall design specialist           
who referred us to a local lumber supplier to acquire three           
sheets of ¾” x 4’ x 8’ plywood. The chair design was            
designed using Rhinoceros[3] and post-processed in      
Autodesk Fusion 360[4] for CNC ShopBot manufacturing.       
During CNC manufacturing, the Jacobs Hall design       
specialists assisted us with file preparation, machine setup,        
and remedied program interface errors and machine       
malfunctions. Their guidance proved especially useful when       
burning and splintering was apparent on the second CNC cut          
[Fig.3a, 3b]. The staff solved our issue by reconfiguring the          
machine with a designated G-code.  

 
Fig.3 (a) CNC burning (b) Splinter/ tear after burn (c) Curved profiles (d) 

Dremel tool burnt from sanding (e) Holes requiring spindle sander 
After the CNC cut, we used the orbital sander, belt sander           
and wood glue to assemble the pieces for clamping.         
However, we encountered another issue when attempting to        
sand internal holes in the center of the model. Our design           
consisted of curved profiles [Fig. 3c], but the Jacobs Hall          
belt sander was limited to sanding straight edges. We         
therefore required a spindle sander to sand down splinters         
and tabs on the curved profiles. We initially attempted to          
chisel off unwanted tabs and use the Dremel tool to sand the            
internal holes. Using the Dremel resulted in the sandpaper         
burning [Fig. 3d] due to the large-scale of our model, and           
hand chiseling created inconsistency and inaccuracy on the        
circular holes [Fig.3e]. After discussing with a design        
specialist, we are currently attempting to locate a spindle         
sander.  

Conclusions & Future Directions 
As seen in our academic makerspace experience, this        
workspace was essential to realizing the car designs of our          
user scenarios and understanding physical limitations of our        
models. After completing Curious Cameron’s high-fidelity      
chair model, we plan to integrate all components of         
prototyping including non-physical prototypes created     
outside the makerspaces such as AR/video projections, user        
interfaces and haptics in order to commence with extensive         
user testing. Based on those results, further refinement of the          
car design and physical prototyping in the makerspace is         
required to improve the quality of the experience for a          
reimagined AV space. Although physical prototyping was       
not built for the Stressed Sam scenario, we plan to for future            
iterations after user feedback on the sensory inputs. 
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